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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
WBENC'S SEASON PREMIERE

In my June message I wrote about our new Insights series,

New programming opportunities in the form of podcasts,

a multi-tiered approach to bringing relevant information,

interviews and webinars will also be rolled out as part

research, benchmarking and new programs to our valued

of Insights in early 2013. We have a significant pool

constituents. As this summer comes to a close we are

of resources to feed the pipeline of topics in response

inundated with previews of the new fall television lineups.

to feedback received from our members and WBEs on

On September 22 you will get a preview of WBENC's

continually improving and updating our programming. For

Insights series followed by the series premiere video on

example, our Top Corporation Spotlights this month feature

economic growth and job creation in October. Our Insights

IBM, Kelly Services and Avis, highlighting approaches to

lineup is exciting and integral to our “Roadmap to Growth

supplier diversity across three dynamic industries. Our

and Sustainability.” In addition to videos, we will publish

features will continue to bring the best of the best with

research, trends and benchmarking across a broad array of

sound models to study and learn from. Every success story

topics, all designed to assist our WBEs and corporate and

and spotlight have key messages that translate into valuable

government members in formulating their growth strategies.

business lessons and underscore our organization's CORR

Our goal is to continually have useful information available

values. These messages will complement our Insights series,

in multiple formats helping our constituents in fueling

creating comprehensive views of industries and trends.

our economy.
As Socrates said "It's the journey, not the destination."
In this month's report you will read some compelling growth

WBENC is on a journey that will continue to evolve, bring

stories – Point 2 Point describes WBENC as a driving

value, provide resources to help fuel economic growth and

force in the 75 percent increase of company revenues.

underwrite success. My hope is that each one of you will

KellyMitchell Group, a 2012 WBE Business Star, has a

actively participate in that journey with us and we will

sustainable model that consistently fuels its growth pipeline

succeed together.

of clients and has resulted in multiple awards. Both of these
WBEs are impacting the economy in a positive, measureable
way. Our first Insights research report will dive into the
impact of women-owned businesses on the U.S. economy.
This rich information is the foundation of a business case
to join WBENC as a corporate or government member while
also inspiring new and innovative growth strategies for
our WBEs.

Sincerely,
Pamela Prince-Eason
WBENC President and CEO

FEATURES

MLB HOSTS DIVERSITY BUSINESS SUMMIT
CONNECTING JOB SEEKERS AND ENTREPRENEURS WITH MLB EXECUTIVES
"This is really historic, and it means a great deal to me,"
said Selig according to MLB.com. "I remember when we
started in the '90s, and it was nothing. When you really
understand the history of the sport, you really understand
what diversity was and is [now]."
With the help of the Women’s Business Enterprise
National Council (WBENC), which provided MLB with a
comprehensive list of qualified supplier invitees, some 88
Commissioner Selig during his address
(Photo: Joel Kowsky/MLB Photos via Getty Images)

percent of those who pre-registered were minority- and
women-owned entrepreneurs interested in doing business
with them. Attendees participated in business briefings with

Major League Baseball (MLB) and the Chicago White Sox

representatives of teams as well as their supplier networks.

recently co-hosted a first of its kind MLB Diversity Business
Summit. The Summit connected a diverse group of job

In addition to Lewis, Summit speakers included Peter

seekers and entrepreneurs with executives from MLB’s

Woodfork, MLB's Senior Vice President of Baseball

Human Resources and Procurement departments, as well

Operations and Reverend Jesse Jackson, Founder,

as with others from throughout the industry. The day-long

Rainbow PUSH Coalition and civil rights activist.

event, which was held on July 24, at Chicago's Hyatt
Regency McCormick Place, included networking, one-on-one

"It's an effective way

matchmaker sessions and a reception at US Cellular Field,

to broaden the base

followed by a Chicago White Sox game.

of baseball, because
beyond being a sport, it

All 30 MLB ball clubs, as well as representatives from nine

is a business and beyond

minor league clubs, MLB network and MLB Advanced Media

that is an industry," said

were on hand to share career and business opportunities

Jackson according to

with prospects. Over 800 attendees from many different

MLB.com. "If more

states, cultures and communities shared the same goal of

people are involved, then

wanting to gain a better understanding of the business of

more people have an

baseball and to build relationships. The event provided both

interest in its success."

job seekers and entrepreneurs with a unique opportunity to
network directly with club and sponsorship decision-makers

During the Summit, Lewis summed up the importance of

for employment and business opportunities.

the Diversity Summit, "If you tell me, I'll forget. If you show
me, I'll remember. But if you bring me in and engage me,

Wendy Lewis, MLB's Senior Vice President of Diversity

I will understand. That's what today's about, to learn and

and Strategic Alliances, brought the concept of a Diversity

grow and be with baseball."

Summit to MLB Commissioner Bud Selig a few years ago.
Recognizing how much impact diversity has had on the
sport up until now, and how important it is to the sport’s
future, Selig agreed.

www.wbenc.org
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TOP CORPORATION BEST PRACTICES: IBM
WORLDWIDE GOALS, TARGETS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN’S BUSINESSES

IBM has good reason to

To ensure all of the women’s and diversity programs within

celebrate its supplier diversity

IBM have the required commitment, Robinson meets

program, which was founded

regularly with Ron Glover, IBM VP, Workforce Diversity

some 44 years ago. Begun in

and Denise Evans, IBM VP, SME Marketing, as well as

1968 and guided by a Corporate Policy Letter later signed

with individuals on the Corporate Affairs and Community

by then-CEO Lou Gerstner in 1993, IBM’s adherence to

Relations team. This senior level of collaboration across the

best practices has resulted in its achieving $3.2 billion in

IBM organization results in the seamless execution of its

worldwide first- and second-tier diversity spend in 2011.

many far-reaching initiatives.

Several bold and distinctive practices have led to this success

TARGETS, METRICS AND PROCESSES TO DRIVE PERFORMANCE

and illustrate the leadership that IBM has shown as a WBENC
Top Corporation honoree for nine consecutive years.

At IBM, supplier diversity performance is a key corporate
metric, reported to IBM senior vice presidents. It is part

First and foremost, IBM’s venerable program is global in

of every procurement employee’s appraisal process and

scope and commitment. Begun in 2003, the global side

is tied to individual compensation. Additionally, the Vice

of the supplier diversity program includes a significant

Presidents of Global Production and General Procurement,

contingent of U.S.-owned, certified WBEs and diverse

along with IBM’s Vice President and Chief Procurement

suppliers, with hundreds of millions of dollars spent

Officer (CPO) hold monthly global performance reviews

annually with them at IBM locations around the world.

specifically related to attaining supplier diversity goals.

The program is distinctive for setting diverse-spend targets

With the goal of developing WBEs and diverse suppliers,

in each geographic location where the company operates.

which fit into IBM’s supply chain, IBM has established

IBM ensures that worldwide goals are set for each IBM

world-class processes to allow global spend accumulation

business council, and that those goals are aggregated

and performance-to-plan measurements. Against the tide

from both “bottom-up” and “top-down” assessments. This

of supplier consolidation, IBM business councils actively

process affords aggressive yet achievable worldwide first-

manage, develop and add qualified WBEs suppliers to their

and second-tier goals and enables an environment of year-

supply base.

to-year program expansion.

The councils are measured monthly against first-tier and

Keeping a worldwide campaign on track requires diligent

second-tier diverse spend targets for Asia Pacific Group,

oversight, and in IBM’s case they have that in Global

Canada, EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa), Latin America

Supplier Diversity Program Director Michael K. Robinson,

and the United States. U.S. spend targets are determined

who is supported by a staff of six supplier diversity

by business council and overall as both a percent of U.S.

program managers in the United States plus

spend and as whole dollar goals. Robinson, working in

two individuals located internationally.

conjunction with the Vice Presidents of Production and
General Procurement, evaluates each council submission,
which must either equal or exceed that of the prior year.

Robinson points out some key differentiators for IBM

to bestow on the WBE of their choice. More than 550 WBEs

in the United States. One is its approach to exclusions,

have been able to take part in this exceptional educational

an industry-standard practice that excuses some spend

experience over the years.

segments from supplier diversity program participation.
Although exclusions are common in industries where no

Another innovative offering is IBM’s Supplier Connection

known diverse suppliers exist, IBM does not take

portal, a universal registration system accessible by the

advantage of them.

procurement teams of 17 major corporations. Access

“AS A TECHNOLOGY COMPANY, IBM HAS
SIGNIFICANT U.S. SPEND IN MARKETS WHERE
THERE ARE NO KNOWN DIVERSE SUPPLIERS.
YET WE DO NOT PERMIT EXCLUSIONS AND

to this portal helps WBEs and small businesses break
into corporate supply chains. IBM provides not only the
leadership for this growing coalition, but also all the
financial support of the tool.

INDEED HAVE TARGETS FOR EVERY COMMODITY

IBM has accomplished a great deal in 44 years, but if its

WHICH HAS EXTERNAL SPEND,” ROBINSON

best practices are any indication, the company has a bright

EXPLAINED. “INSTEAD, WE PLACE THOSE IBM

future in advancing women’s business growth.

BUSINESS COUNCILS IN THE SIGHTS OF THE
IBM’S SUPPLIER DIVERSITY PROGRAM OFFICE
FOR AGGRESSIVE SECOND-TIER PROGRAM
PARTICIPATION.”
ADDITIONAL IBM BEST PRACTICES:
• Internal

Networks of Support. Every IBM business
council has at least one supplier diversity champion
or advocate for women’s business growth.
• Monitored Bidding Process. The company requires
every competitive RFQ for goods or services in the
United States to include a woman or diverse supplier.

Michael Robinson, Global Supplier
Diversity Program Director
(Photo: Martin Regusters, Leaping
Lion Photography)

This requirement is monitored, and compliance is
regularly reviewed by IBM’s corporate audit team.
• High-impact Education and Capacity Development
Programs. IBM provides WBEs access to intellectual
capital, mentor protégé relationships and unique
networking opportunities.
A shining example of a capacity development program is the
Tuck-WBENC Executive Program, for which IBM has been
the presenting sponsor since its inception in 2003 and is
committed to this role through 2015. In this capacity, IBM
underwrites room and board for all non-sponsored WBENC
attendees, the Tuck staff and, in addition, provides a
scholarship to each of three Regional Partner Organizations

www.wbenc.org
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TOP CORPORATION BEST PRACTICES:
AVIS BUDGET GROUP
DRIVING WOMEN’S BUSINESS GROWTH THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS

The story of how Avis Budget Group built its program to drive women’s business growth to
become a 12-time America’s Top Corporation for Women’s Business Enterprises (WBEs)
honoree, illustrates just how integral women’s business success has been to the company’s
core business.
In fact, Avis Budget developed its supplier diversity initiative in tandem with a key strategy
Lynn A. Boccio Esq.,
Vice President, Strategic
Business & Diversity Relations
Avis Budget Group

to grow car rentals and services, its central business. Currently Avis rental services are
available at 237 corporate airport locations across the nation.
To rent cars at U.S. airports, a company must enter into a concession agreement with
the airport and, as per federal regulation, must also meet the compliance regulations
with the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program.
Avis Budget quickly understood the benefits of this agency’s work in business and the
community.
Starting in 1996, Lynn A. Boccio Esq., Vice President, Strategic Business & Diversity
Relations, Avis Budget Group, and Robert Bouta, Avis Budget Group’s Senior Vice
President, Properties & Facilities, set about developing a comprehensive program that
would attain the dual goals of engaging women’s business suppliers at Avis Budget and
meeting federal compliance regulations.
As Boccio explains in her recently released article in the Billion Dollar Roundtable Inc.
Supplier Diversity Best Practices, it became clear that the sum of these initiatives would
create value for the company’s shareholders and lead to a stronger market position.

“AS WE BEGAN TO PUT PROCEDURES IN PLACE TO SATISFY
FEDERAL COMPLIANCE REGULATIONS FOR OUR AIRPORT
BUSINESS, OUR EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP ENCOURAGED US
TO EXPAND OUR EFFORTS AND DEVELOP STRATEGIES AND
PROCESSES TO PARTICIPATE IN BROADER GOALS FOR
SUPPLIER DIVERSITY,” BOCCIO SAID.

She and Bouta began an outreach effort to expand their knowledge of the airport industry; build a network of experts and
partners in the airline and women’s business realms; wend their way through procurement events; and determine how they
could build a strategy that was “well thought out and methodical” for women’s and diverse business development.
Two key partnerships emerged in this period of development. One was the Airport Minority Advisory Council (AMAC), a
national nonprofit trade association promoting full participation of women-owned, minority-owned and disadvantaged business
enterprises in airport contracts and employment opportunities.
And the other was the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC), the largest third-party certifier of businesses
owned, controlled and operated by women in the United States.
Boccio immersed herself in both. For AMAC, she volunteered on planning committees, provided cost-saving ideas, and looked
for ways that she could support AMAC’s point of view that as airports generate “billions of dollars annually in construction,
procurement, professional services and concessions contracts... women-owned firms should be positioned for significant
business opportunities.”
This in turn led to Boccio’s tireless advocacy for WBENC-certified WBEs as suppliers to Avis Budget Group. It wasn’t long
before she and Bouta had built a comprehensive, results-oriented and multiple-award-winning program to develop capacity
and provide marketplace access for WBENC-certified WBEs.
A member of the WBENC Board of Directors, Boccio is a passionate supporter of the organization and catalyst for its many
leadership roles. Most recently, Avis Budget was Co-Chair of the 2012 National Conference & Business Fair that took place
in June.
Today Avis Budget continues to utilize its participation in both AMAC and WBENC to benefit WBEs. For example, the company
referred Ashley Fina, President of Michael C. Fina, a WBENC-certified supplier, to new business sources at AMAC. Through a
WBENC Power Lunch opportunity, Fina has developed a business relationship with Avis Budget providing jewelry and gifts for
recognition initiatives.

SINCE THE INCEPTION OF ITS WOMEN’S AND SUPPLIER DIVERSITY PROGRAM,
AVIS BUDGET HAS INCLUDED MANY CONSTITUENCIES IN ITS COMMITMENT TO THIS
INITIATIVE: EMPLOYEES, COMMUNITIES, CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS. A GROWING
SEGMENT OF ITS CAR RENTAL AND TRANSPORTATION BUSINESS IS WITH DYNAMIC
ENTREPRENEURS, MAKING WOMEN SUPPLIERS A KEY SEGMENT OF ITS CUSTOMER BASE.
Mark J. Servodidio, Executive Vice President and Chief Administrative Officer, summed it up at the time of WBENC’s national
conference, “Our partnership with WBENC creates a huge strategic advantage for us. Through WBENC, we are finding ways to
help women’s businesses grow and at the same time create synergies with our own business initiatives.”

www.wbenc.org
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TOP CORPORATION BEST PRACTICES:
KELLY SERVICES
SOURCING AND SUSTAINING SUCCESSFUL WBES
The groundwork for Kelly

Kelly measures success not just by the dollars spent, but

Services’ rise to becoming a

also on the quality of spend. The ability to integrate WBEs

WBENC Top Corporation began

into the high-margin opportunities leverages the competitive

some eight years ago when it

advantage WBEs offer, demonstrating the difference between

set out on a proactive mission

diverse participation and wealth creation.

to source and sustain Women’s Business Enterprises (WBEs)

THE BUSINESS
VALUE CHAIN

as vital partners in meeting its clients’ workforce needs.
“THE KELLY BUSINESS CASE FOR DIVERSITY IS
CLEAR – WE PLACE A PREMIUM ON CREATING A

“As chair of Kelly’s supplier

CULTURE OF INCLUSION IN ORDER TO ATTRACT,

diversity advisory council, I

RETAIN AND DEVELOP A DIVERSE TALENT

know firsthand that finding

POOL AND IN SO DOING, MAXIMIZE PROFIT.

the right talent has never been

OBVIOUSLY, KELLY CAN’T AFFORD TO LOSE

more important,” said Pamela

THE WAR FOR TALENT,” SAID CARL CAMDEN,

Berklich, Senior Vice President,

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,

Center of Excellence. “As such,

KELLY SERVICES, INC.

we look for suppliers that have a
commitment to excellence and

As a global provider of workforce solutions, talent acquisition
is Kelly Services’ core business.

provide complementary services
to the Kelly portfolio.” How does Kelly ensure that WBE
suppliers are strategically positioned to effectively compete in

Today, Kelly utilizes women-owned and diverse suppliers to

the procurement process? The answer is capacity building.

support the multi-disciplinary requirements of its clients,
from temporary to direct placement to outsourcing and

To maintain inclusion in their supply chain, Kelly develops a

consulting services. Kelly Supplier Diversity Development

network of scalable WBEs that have the infrastructure, tools

(KSDD) provides innovative solutions that focus on

and capacity to deliver long-term value. As such, professional

continuous improvement. It is with this goal in mind that

development and continuing education are the cornerstone

it has developed a customized forward-thinking diversity

of its diversity initiatives. The process begins with an

strategy that drives business results:

assessment of supplier readiness (scale, scope, capacity)
and once engaged ensures that WBEs have the resources

• 82% diverse spend in higher margin business

to deliver.

vs. traditional lower margin services
• 145% growth with WBEs year over year

By fostering ongoing growth and development of WBEs, Kelly

• Top 10 Accounts = 34% WBE participation

has connected hundreds of diverse firms to staffing industry
leaders, procurement specialists and leading Fortune 500

companies – creating viable, profitable, sustainable partners.

companies face when qualifying for larger business awards

As part of its professional development and mentoring

– insurance requirements. In partnership with American

initiatives, Kelly provides key teaming partners access to

Staffing Assurance Company and Lloyds of London, Kelly

resources that support WBE growth. These include strategic

developed this innovative program that allows supplier

business consulting, market access and one-on-one coaching.

partners to attain excess insurance coverage at reduced rates.
This not only helps suppliers gain access to contracts, it also

One example of a WBE that has thrived in its partnership

enhances Kelly’s ability to provide their customers with the

with Kelly is Preferred Staffing Group (PSG), headed by

breadth, depth and diversity of talent they require. Since

President Barbara Posner, serving commercial businesses

launching the Supplemental Insurance program in 2010,

and government agencies. Since partnering with Kelly on the

it has remained an important aspect of Kelly’s Supplier

National Institutes of Health (NIH) account in 2008, PSG

Diversity Development Program.

has experienced significant growth, increasing 47 percent in
its exempt workforce and 25 percent in its

“OUR GROWTH STRATEGY

professional workforce.

FOR WBES IS DRIVEN BY
RELATIONSHIPS, NOT

This partnership has allowed PSG to invest significantly in its

TRANSACTIONS,” SAID

own infrastructure and benefits for its associates, as well as

BRENDA MARSHALL, SENIOR

the expansion of its services. PSG’s association with Kelly and

DIRECTOR, GLOBAL DIVERSITY

NIH has also given it a distinct advantage in securing other

SOLUTIONS. “WHILE ACCESS

federal clients.

TO OPPORTUNITIES IS
IMPORTANT, THE REAL

SOURCES OF INNOVATION

VALUE OF OUR PROGRAM
IS IN NURTURING VIABLE

To achieve greater engagement among its WBE partners, Kelly

PARTNERSHIPS THAT DELIVER

builds solutions to allow WBE feedback and eliminate barriers

SUSTAINABLE RESULTS.”

to growth. The following are two examples of the innovative
programs Kelly has designed to enhance the WBE experience:
IDEAHUB - A SUPPLIER COMMUNITY FORUM
The most successful partnerships occur when there is
open communication between all stakeholders. Gathering
supplier suggestions and/or recommendations to improve
their experience working with Kelly is a high priority for
the organization, which is why the Supplier IdeaHub was
launched in 2011. It is an on-line forum for suppliers to
share ideas and collaborate, provide feedback on specific
topics or initiatives, and identify ideas that Kelly could
implement to drive continuous improvement.
KELLY SUPPLEMENTAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
The Kelly Insurance Program is the first of its kind, designed
to eliminate one of the major barriers that small/diverse

www.wbenc.org
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GOVERNMENT SPOTLIGHT:
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
CONNECTING FOR CONTRACTS
The Department of the Navy is a military department within the Department of Defense (DOD) that is responsible for
deterring aggression and protecting the freedom of the seas. Under the control of the Secretary of Defense, the Department
of the Navy comprises the U.S. Navy and U.S. Marine Corps.
Despite budget cuts, the Navy is a relatively untapped opportunity for Women-Owned Small Business (WOSB) contracts.
With a large budget of more than $160 billion, the Navy has not reached its WOSB spend goal in recent years making it a
prime target for certified WOSBs.
The Navy Small Business Program is committed to reaching its goal of helping WOSBs secure prime contracts and
subcontracted awards. Therefore, Navy officials want to stress that the cuts in defense spending should not deter small
businesses from bringing forth new, innovative ideas to help the Navy accomplish its mission.
AS DETAILED IN THE DEPARTMENT OF NAVY OFFICE OF SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAMS, FOLLOWING ARE THE
10 STEPS TO SUCCESS IN DOING BUSINESS WITH THE NAVY:
1. Identify your product/service—Know the Federal Supply Classification (FSC) Code and North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS) Code for your product or service.
2. Obtain a DUNS number, register in Central Contractor Registration (CCR)** and obtain a Commercial and
Government Entity (CAGE)
3. Register in the Small Business Administration’s Procurement Marketing and Access
Network (PRO-Net).
4. Familiarize yourself with federal, DOD and Navy contracting procedures.
5. Identify Navy/Marine Corps contracting activity that matches your products or services and contact the Small
Business Specialist on-site.
6. Identify current and future procurement opportunities.
7. Investigate the Federal Supply Schedule (FSS) contracts.
8. Investigate other DOD programs.
9. Explore subcontracting opportunities.
10. Seek additional assistance as needed in Navy and DOD marketplace.
THE DOD AWARDS NEARLY $10 BILLION IN PRIME CONTRACTS AND $8 BILLION IN SUBCONTRACTS TO WOSB ON
A YEARLY BASIS. IT IS IMPORTANT FOR WOSBS TO MAINTAIN THEIR STATUS AND START NETWORKING WITH THE
SMALL BUSINESS SPECIALISTS WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF NAVY.
**As of August 1st, the CCR and ORCA (Online Representations and Certifications Application) sites will be migrated into the government’s new System
for Award Management, SAM. Registrants may access create and update company profiles at www.sam.gov. For additional information, please contact
the SAM Help Desk at 877-252-2700 ext 1.

1120 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1000
Washington, DC 20036-3092
Ph: 202.872.5515 | Fx: 202.872.5505
www.wbenc.org

Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook/wbenc

JUNE 25-27 MARCH 13-14

save these dates
for the greatest
nationwide
networking
opportunities
for womenowned
businesses

WBENC SUMMIT
& SALUTE 2013
Baltimore – The Hilton
An exceptional networking opportunity for
Women’s Business Enterprises (WBEs) with
corporations and other WBEs. Discover best
practice panels on key challenges facing WBEs
and corporations with exciting guest speakers.
Enjoy roundtable discussions between WBEs
and corporations on opportunities for growth.
Join us for the Salute on the evening of
March 14 when we will recognize our Top
Corporations and 14 WBE Business Stars! The
Top Corporations lead the nation in expanding
opportunities for WBEs, and the Business
Stars exemplify the use of strategic vision,
business acumen, and sheer talent in meeting
customers’ needs. You don’t want to miss
meeting the best of the best.
PRESENTING SPONSORS

www.wbenc.org/summit-salute

NATIONAL
CONFERENCE
AND BUSINESS
FAIR 2013
Minneapolis – The Hilton
& Convention Center
Join more than 325 exhibitors and 3,000 women
business owners, corporate procurement
executives and federal contracting officers for one
of the largest national conferences and business
fairs targeting women business owners in the U.S.
CORPORATE CO-CHAIRS

WBE CO-CHAIRS

www.wbenc.org/wbencconf
www.wbenc.org
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WBE SUCCESS STORIES: POINT 2 POINT
GLOBAL SECURITY, INC.
WBENC CERTIFICATION AND CULTURE FUEL GROWTH
Stephanie Point, CEO of Point

This year, Point 2 Point will

2 Point Global Security, Inc.,

experience a 75 percent increase

has enjoyed consistent growth,

in business, which Point attributes

success and acclaim in the

to the opportunities afforded

eight years since founding her customer-focused security

by WBENC through its 2012

services business. The retired homicide detective built a

National Conference & Business

national security business that protects critical assets and

Fair and other venues for

infrastructure for commercial, industrial and government

business development.

organizations. Point 2 Point's highly trained security staff
of off-duty and retired police officers, armed and unarmed

Stephanie Point, CEO,
Point 2 Point Global Security, Inc.

security officers, and government agency and ex-military
professionals, provides first-class service across the country

“I EXPECT THAT THROUGH WBENC, POINT 2

and abroad to corporations, governments and officials. One

POINT WILL SEE A 100 PERCENT GROWTH

notable official they have worked with is Condoleeza Rice.

RATE IN EACH OF THE NEXT TWO YEARS,”

Point says that it was WBENC certification – along with a
strategic decision to engage her employees in a strong

SHE SAID. “THIS HAS BEEN A GAMECHANGER FOR MY COMPANY.”

culture of partnership – that set her company on an even

Not only does Point 2 Point serve, or plan to serve, a number

higher trajectory of growth.

of WBENC Corporate Members, such as Walmart, Energy

In 2011, Point was named one of 10 exceptional women
honored as Ernst & Young LLP's 2011 Entrepreneurial
Winning Women. The Ernst & Young program identifies
and connects a select group of high-potential women

Future Holdings, Brinker Security Group and Johnson
Controls, but Point is also looking to source WBENCcertified WBEs to serve her company’s business needs –
from travel to investments.

entrepreneurs with the advisors, resources and insights

Point even plans to seek out women-run philanthropic

they need to scale up and become market leaders.

organizations for her charitable contributions.

As a direct result of winning the award, Point was introduced

Perhaps most impressive is the impact of Point 2 Point’s

to Pamela Prince-Eason, President and CEO of WBENC, and

growth on jobs creation. Point expects to expand the Point

went on to deepen her participation in the WBENC community.

2 Point workforce from 650 to 2,000 full- and part-time

“In talking with Pam I understood the breadth and impact of
WBENC and wanted to be a bigger part of it,” she said. She

employees. And due to a strong ownership culture, it is a
loyal team.

also considers Theresa Harrison, Director of Supplier

“Our employees seek to make the company better. They are

Diversity at Ernst & Young LLP, and a member of the WBENC

so empowered that they don’t want to leave,” she said.

Board of Directors, to be an important mentor and guide to
the benefits of WBENC.

For more information, go to Point 2 Point.

CERTIFICATION

WBE SUCCESS STORIES: KELLYMITCHELL GROUP
CLOSING TECHNOLOGY TALENT GAP FOR COMPANIES
When Cassandra Sanford
co-founded KellyMitchell
Group 14 years ago, she
perceived an opportunity to close the gap between major
corporations’ demand for top technical talent and their
ability to find it.

Cassandra Sanford,
Co-founder KellyMitchell Group

A former Boeing employee, Sanford designed a business

Honored as a 2012 WBENC WBE Star, Sanford illustrates

model that would deploy professionals armed with industry

women’s business leadership. She makes a practice of

knowledge and business experience to fulfill corporations’

mentoring other women, investing in entrepreneurs and

needs for Information Technology (IT), engineering,

giving back to the community.

telecommunications and other technical fields.
Sanford will receive the 2012 Entrepreneurial Woman of the
Today, KellyMitchell Group is a premier national technology

Year Award from the Women’s Business Development Center

consulting company, employing and matching expert IT

(WBDC) at the organization’s 26th Annual Entrepreneurial

professionals with top organizations in the United States.

Woman’s Conference on Sept. 20.

With more than 1,000 expert consultants in 45 states,
and expanding into Canada and the United Kingdom,

Sanford and KellyMitchell Group have been recognized on

KellyMitchell Group enables Fortune 100 companies to

both the regional and national levels for their excellence,

achieve their IT business and financial goals with a flexible

including being named repeatedly by Inc. magazine as

and skilled workforce.

a Fastest Growing Private Company, and by the Women
Presidents’ Organization as one of the 50 Fastest Growing

Like Sanford, who is a licensed attorney with a J.D.

Women-Owned Businesses in North America.

in Corporate Law, the credentialed professionals at
KellyMitchell Group bring an astute business perspective

Among the company’s many other awards through the years,

and rigor to their work.

one particularly noteworthy honor was receiving Target
Corporation’s Key Supplier Award in 2007.

“WE’RE FOCUSED ON BEING A TRUE
PARTNER TO OUR CLIENTS,” SANFORD
SAID. “WE SPEND A GREAT DEAL OF
TIME AND ENERGY UNDERSTANDING
THEIR BUSINESS OBJECTIVES SO THAT
WE CAN BE AN ONGOING SOURCE OF
TOP PROFESSIONALS AND ENSURE A

Next year, Target and KellyMitchell Group, along with
The Coca-Cola Company and Artech Information Systems
LLC, will be on stage together. This time they will be serving
as corporate and WBE Co-Chairs of the 2013 WBENC
National Conference & Business Fair in Minneapolis.
For more information go to KellyMitchell Group.

CONTINUALLY IMPROVING WORKFORCE
FOR THEM.”

PROUD WBE CO-CHAIR OF THE 2013 NATIONAL CONFERENCE & BUSINESS FAIR
www.wbenc.org
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PALATE PLEASING PRESENTS
The holidays will be here before you know it. So if you are looking for a unique
gift that not only your clients will enjoy, but that also supports the efforts of
women business owners, A Woman's Palate Wine Club (AWP), exclusive to
WBENC, may be just what you need. AWP is the only wine club developed by
women for women–and the men who support them.
AWP works much like a traditional “Fruit of the Month” club, but with a special goal. The AWP mission is to share
not only some of the best wines but also the stories behind the women-owned wineries that bring them to your homes
and businesses. In addition to receiving the story behind the wine and winery, each shipment also comes with serving
suggestions, as well as food and wine pairing ideas. Typically limited production or hard to find, AWP wines can also
make a great addition to your own wine rack.
Joining AWP is easy. Go to AWP and determine which club is right for you. You have the option of choosing the kind of
wine, the quantity and frequency of delivery.

OPPORTUNITIES

APPLY NOW FOR AMERICA'S TOP
CORPORATIONS RECOGNITION
SIGN UP FOR WEBINAR TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROCESS

If you are a Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC) Corporate Member
committed to fueling our economy by partnering with WBEs and have achieved excellence
in this area, or if you have an up-and-coming supplier diversity program, WBENC wants to
hear from you. Submit your application before Oct. 9, and your organization may be one of
the next America's Top Corporations for Women's Business Enterprises (WBEs).
This annual list is the only national award honoring world-class corporate programs
that create level playing fields for WBEs to compete for corporate contracts. In fact, last year's 29 Top Corporations
collectively represented an impressive spend with WBEs exceeding $80 billion. To view the 2011 Top Corporations for
WBEs, click here. All National Corporate Members are eligible to apply.
If you are interested in learning more about the application process, you are invited to participate in a webinar on
Sept. 18, at 1:00 p.m. EDT. The webinar is open to all WBENC Corporate Members and is designed to provide tips for
completing the application as well as give participants the opportunity to ask questions about the process. To RSVP for
the webinar, or for more information about the Top Corporations program, please contact Lindsay Olzerowicz,
Senior Program Manager.

www.wbenc.org
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RECOGNITION

PG&E HONORED BY BOTH
HISPANIC BUSINESS AND BLACK ENTERPRISE
Congratulations to Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), which was recently recognized
as number one on HispanicBusiness.com’s list of “2012 Best Companies for Diversity,” and
for the eighth consecutive year by BLACK ENTERPRISE (BE) magazine as one of the "40 Best
Companies for Diversity."

"DIVERSITY IS INTEGRAL TO PG&E'S CORE VALUES AND STRATEGY,"
SAID BILL HARPER, PG&E'S VICE PRESIDENT OF TALENT MANAGEMENT
AND CHIEF DIVERSITY OFFICER. "OUR 20,000 EMPLOYEES PROUDLY
HOLD THEMSELVES TO HIGH STANDARDS IN SUPPORTING DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION."
HispanicBusiness.com ranked the effectiveness of U.S. companies in their willingness and
ability to attract Hispanics to the boardroom, on diversity recruitment, on diversity retention
and promotion, on marketing and commercial outreach, and on supplier diversity.
Similarly, BE focused primarily on activities related to the participation of African Americans
and other ethnic minority groups in four key areas: supplier diversity, senior management,
board involvement and employee base through a comprehensive survey process. In addition,
BE also considered information provided by companies on other diversity efforts on behalf of
other groups, such as outreach to women.
PG&E, which is also a 2011 America’s Top Corporation for Women’s Business Enterprises,
has developed one of the nation's leading supplier diversity programs that support economic
development and job creation in the communities it serves. In the past nine years, PG&E has
achieved year-over-year growth, exceeding their 34 percent spend goal with women-, minorityand service-disabled veteran-owned businesses for the year. This represents $1.6 billion spent
with diverse business enterprises, of which $800 million was with women-owned businesses.
For information on PG&E's diversity and inclusion efforts and the company's supplier diversity
program, visit www.pge.com/about/company/diversityinclusion/.

RECOGNITION

KATE ARMSTRONG NAMED PRESIDENT
WOMEN’S BUSINESS ENTERPRISE ALLIANCE
The Women’s Business Enterprise Alliance (WBEA) Board of Directors selected Kate
Armstrong as WBEA’s new President, effective September 4, 2012. WBEA is a nationally
recognized purchasing council based in Houston that is strongly committed to increasing
opportunities for women-owned businesses and providing qualified suppliers to corporate and
government purchasers.
“We are excited about Kate’s arrival to WBEA with the diverse experience she brings in
WBENC, non-profits, Corporate Supplier Diversity, and as a small business owner,” said Kelly
Mortensen, Chevron Upstream & Gas Supply Chain Advisor and WBEA Board Chair.
Kate Armstrong, President
Women’s Business Enterprise Alliance

Armstrong is the former director of Women’s Business Enterprise Council (WBEC) South in
New Orleans, one of WBEA’s “sister” organizations. She also has worked for the Women’s
Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC) in Washington, D.C.
"WBENC congratulates Kate, and we look forward to collaborating with her in this new role."
said Pamela Prince-Eason, President and CEO of WBENC.
Armstrong recently held the role of Supplier Diversity Leader for Itron, an international
manufacturing company in the utility industry. During her tenure with Itron, she helped build
their supplier diversity program earning a “Prime Supplier of the Year,” award from the Edison
Electric Institute, and nominations of “Corporation of the Year,” from the Northwest Minority
Supplier Development Council and the Houston Minority Supplier Development Council.

“WHEN I REVIEW MY PAST 10 YEARS IN THE SUPPLIER DIVERSITY
INDUSTRY, THE MOST REWARDING AND PERSONALLY FULFILLING WERE
THOSE SPENT WITHIN THE WBENC FAMILY,” SAID KATE ARMSTRONG.
“I LOOK FORWARD TO COMBINING WHAT I HAVE LEARNED ABOUT THE
INNER-WORKINGS OF CORPORATE SUPPLIER DIVERSITY INITIATIVES
WITH MY ADMIRATION FOR WBENC’S NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM.”
Armstrong also served on the Executive Committee of the Northwest Minority Supplier
Development Council (a National Minority Supplier Development Council affiliate) as
the Board Secretary.
www.wbenc.org
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THE SPECIAL EVENT COMPANY PRODUCES
WELCOME EVENT AT THE
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
The Special Event Company, a strategic event and meeting management company, planned and
executed the recent Democratic National Convention welcome event for some 1,700 delegates,
including Charlotte Mayor Anthony Fox and Concord Mayor J. Scott Padgett. The event was created
to welcome the official delegates from Texas, New York, Michigan, Minnesota, South Dakota, North
Dakota, Louisiana, Washington, D.C. and Puerto Rico.
After a lengthy interview process during which Sally Webb, CEO of The Special Event Company
Top row, left to right: Lynn Henderson,
Grace Riddle, Berrenda Nelson, Sally
Webb Berry, Annie Lewis, Rachel
Thompson, Dorothy Bedor
Bottom row, left to right: Elly Crowell,
Krysta Hardway, Stacey Webb
(Photo: IWP Photography & Video)

and Certified Special Events Planner (CSEP), highlighted her team’s unique ability to interpret
and celebrate the rich social and business environment of the Queen City, the Convention Host
Committee Charlotte 2012, selected The Special Event Company to produce the event.
On being selected, Webb said, “We want to wow convention delegates with an absolutely fabulous
and unforgettable event. Charlotte has captured the heart of the Democratic National Convention,
and The Special Event Company will leave them with something to talk about in the coming
months before the national election and long after that as well.”
The event, held Sunday., Sept. 2, took place at the Discovery Place science museum in Charlotte.
Webb demonstrated that WBENC-certified The Special Event Company, was committed to
showcasing the area’s diverse cultural landscape. Entertainment included Borinquen Sublime,

Inspire the Fire, A local Charlotte
community group that inspires kids to sing,
dance and be involved in the community.
(Photo: IWP Photography & Video)

a local Latin trio and Charlotte-based youth music dance group, Inspire the Fire, who recently
appeared live on America's Got Talent.
In addition to the entertainment, the catering also took on a local flair with fare ranging from
pimento cheese and Carolina sliders to Lexington slaw and nitrogen ice cream.
To top it off, literally, the centerpieces for the event were designed by students at Community
School of Davidson. Each piece reflected the political impact on youth today and was made from
recycled and sustainable materials.
MORE ABOUT THE SPECIAL EVENT COMPANY
The Special Event Company was founded in 1986 in London, England, and has been operating in

Student-created centerpieces adorned
the tables.
(Photo: IWP Photography & Video)

the United States since 1999. The company opened its U.S. headquarters in the Triangle in 2005
and Charlotte in 2011. The company has won or been nominated for more than 30 international
awards, including 12 for Triangle-based events. The company maintains a prestigious local
client base, and is a one-stop shop for all aspects of event production, logistic management and
marketing through its group of companies. For more information, go to The Special Event Company.

RECOGNITION

EXHIBIT EDGE CEO SPEAKS AT THE
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION
As nearly 50,000 visitors convened in Tampa, Fla., for the Republican
National Convention, Bev Gray, CEO and President, Exhibit Edge, Inc., was
not only among the attendees but was also one of the convention speakers.
As a result of the Romney campaign’s visit to her company's facility in
Chantilly, Va., for an event honoring women entrepreneurs and small
business owners, Gray was personally invited to share her experience as a
women entrepreneur at the convention. The event, which attracted more
than 400 attendees, culminated with presidential hopeful Mitt Romney
and his wife Ann sharing lunch and some private moments with Gray in her
conference room, resulting in the invitation to address the convention.

Bev Gray, CEO and President, Exhibit Edge, Inc.,
addresses the Republican National Convention.

Gray took the stage after Virginia Governor Bob McDonald warned Americans, "We cannot lose that dream." Gray’s speech
reinforced the theme of the convention: "We Built it!" She shared the success story of WBENC-certified Exhibit Edge,
highlighting the hard work and determination of entrepreneurs, telling the story of how she and her husband made
sacrifices, working seven days a week, more than 12 hours per day, to make their dream a reality.
Earning a spotlight at the convention enabled Gray to showcase not only her success, but also the importance of womenowned businesses to our country’s economic growth and future.

"WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESSES ARE ON THE RISE. WE CAN MAKE A BIG IMPACT ON OUR
COUNTRY'S GROWTH, ESPECIALLY IN OUR LOCAL COMMUNITIES. IT'S IMPORTANT THAT STATE
AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS AND TAXES REMAIN SIMPLIFIED SO BUSINESSES ARE NOT BOGGED
DOWN WITH CONTINUOUS CHANGE,” SAID GRAY. “OWNERS AND THEIR STAFF NEED TO HAVE THE
FREEDOM TO CONTINUALLY TO BE INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE TO GROW THEIR BUSINESS. I'M
EXCITED THAT WOMEN WILL HAVE AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE FUTURE OF THE UNITED STATES."
On Sept. 1, 2012, Exhibit Edge celebrated its 20th anniversary. Some of the key milestones achieved by Exhibit Edge
through the years were its ranking in the Inc. 5000 Fastest Growing Companies for three years and completing
more than 6,500 jobs.
MORE ABOUT EXHIBIT EDGE
Exhibit Edge, Inc., is Northern Virginia’s premier, full-service trade show exhibit and convention display agency.
Implementing "Intelligent Exhibiting®" into every service area, Exhibit Edge offers their clients expert design, fabrication,
management and consultation for every step of the exhibiting process. For more information go to Exhibit Edge.

www.wbenc.org
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TADDEO TO LAUNCH SPANISH-LANGUAGE
AMERICAN NEWS SITE
Annette Taddeo-Goldstein, Founder & CEO LanguageSpeak, Inc., will soon launch
Taddeo2Day.com, the first Spanish-language website designed to bring English-language
American news reporting to the growing U.S. Hispanic audience.
Capitalizing on the success and experience of LanguageSpeak, Inc., Taddeo-Goldstein’s
comprehensive translation company, Taddeo2Day will provide bilingual summaries and ‘quick
reads’ of the latest news, political, entertainment, sports and opinion headlines from major
English-language publications. In addition, the site will include original content featuring top
Hispanic and political bloggers and will feature full social network integration.

Annette Taddeo-Goldstein,
Founder & CEO
LanguageSpeak, Inc.

"OUR TEAM IS VERY EXCITED ABOUT THE LAUNCH OF
TADDEO2DAY.COM," SAID TADDEO-GOLDSTEIN. "WE ARE BEGINNING
THE TESTING PHASE, TO HELP US PERFECT THE SITE, IN ORDER TO
PROVIDE A MUCH-NEEDED BRIDGE FOR THE THE SPANISH-SPEAKING
COMMUNITY TO THE MAIN STREET MEDIA."
Taddeo2Day will make its debut later this fall.

MORE ABOUT LANGUAGESPEAK, INC.
LanguageSpeak, Inc., is a Miami-based comprehensive language services company that
provides a broad range of services, including complete document translation, on-site language
instruction, simultaneous and conference interpretation, and website translation, in more
than 240 languages. The company is nationally certified by the Women’s Business Enterprise
National Council (WBENC) as a Women’s Business Enterprise and by the National Minority
Supplier Development Council (NMSDC) as a Hispanic-Owned Business.

MORE ABOUT TADDEO
In addition to her role as CEO of Language Speak and Publisher of Taddeo2Day.com,
Taddeo-Goldstein is a wife, mother, community and political leader and former Florida
congressional candidate. She is a frequent commentator on Spanish-language radio and
television, most recently becoming the political commentator for MEGA TV.

We are excited to launch our premier line
of WBENC products to engage our community and
bring awareness to the
WBENC brand.
We invite you to shop on
our newly designed
website and feel free to
contact our exclusive
provider for even more
creative ideas on
how to brand your
business!

www.wbenc.org
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WOMEN ON WELLNESS
CELEBRATE THE 11TH ANNUAL NATIONAL WOMEN’S HEALTH & FITNESS DAY,
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 2012
In just a few days, some 100,000 women of all ages will
participate in local health and fitness events, at more than
1,000 community locations across the country, as part of
the 11th Annual National Women's Health & Fitness DaySM.
Local women's events held on Sept. 26, 2012, will include
fitness walks, exercise demonstrations, health fairs and
health information workshops.
Organized as a public and private good-health partnership

In the meantime, even if you cannot participate in one of

by the Health Information Resource Center (HIRC), National

the organized events, mark your calendar for Sept. 26, and

Women's Health & Fitness Day will offer fitness and

take a step toward better health. Plan to do one or more of

health events at community locations, such as hospitals,

the following:

health clubs, park and recreation departments, health
departments, schools, retirement communities and houses
of worship. Most local events will include both a physical
activity component, as well as an educational element about
women's health and fitness. Join the fun, and get involved
in an activity in your area.
"Our goal for this national event is to encourage women to
take control of their health: to learn the facts they need to
make smart health choices, and to make time for regular
physical activity," said Patricia Henze, Executive Director
of the Health Information Resource CenterSM, organizer of
the event. "Women's Health & Fitness Day is also designed

• TAKE A 20-MINUTE WALK OR DO ONE-MINUTE
INTERVALS OF WALK/JOG.
• SIT DOWN AND EAT BREAKFAST (INSTEAD OF
GRABBING IT ON THE GO).
• PREPARE AND EAT HEALTHY SNACKS
DURING THE DAY.
• DRINK AN EXTRA GLASS OF WATER DURING
THE DAY.
• MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO GET YOUR HEALTH
SCREENINGS.
• GET UP FROM YOUR COMPUTER EVERY
30-45 MINUTES AND STRETCH.

to showcase the many women's health resources available

• TRY A NEW FITNESS CLASS OR SPORT.

through the local organizations that will host events.”

• FIND AN ENJOYABLE WAY TO RELAX AND UNWIND—
READ A BOOK, CALL A FRIEND, GO TO THE MOVIES.

If you would like to learn about events taking place near
you, send an e-mail, including your zip code, to

Annual National Women’s Health & Fitness Day is the

info@fitnessday.com.

perfect time to start living a healthier life. Remember, your
business and family depend on a healthy you!

Because of its grassroots nature, the event provides an
excellent opportunity for local organizations to showcase the
health-related programs and services they offer to women in

NOTE FROM EDITOR: PLEASE SEND

their communities. So, if you are a women-owned business

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE TOPICS FOR

that offers programs or services that would be a good match

THE WOMEN ON WELLNESS COLUMN TO

for this event, visit the website and learn how you can get

PRESIDENTSREPORT@WBENC.ORG

involved in coming years.

